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According to the World Health Organization, TB is one of the top ten causes of death 

worldwide, killing 1.6 million people in 20171. A means for early detection is important to 

treating the disease. Traditional culture testing is heavily dependent on the ability of a patient to 

produce a sufficient sputum sample, providing a barrier for those who are ill or too young 7. A 

culture can have an incubation time of days or weeks and is reliant on expensive equipment and 

trained technicians. In the majority of populations where TB is common, individuals are from 

impoverished communities making the need for travel and cost of these tests to be minimal2. 

 Another method of detection, Sputum smear microscopy, is most commonly used in these 

areas as it provides quicker results and a lower cost. It is, however, still reliant on a sputum 

sample as the name implies and has a sensitivity that can be variable in the presence of other 

diseases, making it unreliable2.  

 The utilization of volatile organic biomarkers for disease diagnosis has proven to be very 

successful in a variety of diseases3,4. There are two VOBs that have been specifically correlated 

to TB that are not present in other diseases, methyl nicotinate and methyl p-anisate6. Previous 

work in our group5 has shown cobalt functionalized titanium dioxide nanotube arrays (Co-TNA) 

to be viable in sensing these VOBs in the gas phase. Similar to traditional metal oxide sensors, it 

uses a simple two electrode setup and uses chronoamperometry, a method in which a single bias 

voltage is applied which stimulates a reaction between the biomarker of interest and the 

functionalized metal, causing a change in current. The Co-TNA sensor does, however, have 

limitations namely lapses in sensitivity and specificity, as well as a complicated TNA fabrication 

procedure.  

 Because methyl nicotinate (MN) and methyl p-anisate (MPA) are only semi-volatile and 

soluble in water in relatively high amounts, liquid breath biopsy has been determined to be a 

potential solution to these limitations. Liquid breath biopsy provides more flexibility, providing 

the ability to effectively concentrate VOBs as breath condensate. Preliminary tests have shown 

this analysis technique can also simplify the sample matrix by removing more reactive volatile 

compounds which won't dissolve after breath is bubbled through water. Theoretically, this would 

allow 10-20 L of breath to be condensed into a small aqueous sample resulting in higher VOB 

concentrations. Furthermore, the use of a liquid sample also means that it is possible to more 

realistically simulate a TB-positive breath sample. The semi-volatile nature of MN and MPA 

means that TB-negative breath can be bubbled through a VOB solution to collect a breath sample 

with trace amounts of biomarker present.  In addition, gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy 

(GCMS) analysis will allow for quantification of VOB concentrations after a sample has been 

condensed, resulting in more accurate mimicking of biomarker concentrations found in TB-

positive patient samples. 



In this new sensing platform, an EAS containing functionalized cobalt is mixed with the 

liquid breath sample, allowing us to observe the interaction in solution. Unlike the metal oxide 

sensor previously used, the functional metal is contained in the analyte solution rather than 

adhered to the electrode, making it easier to modify as needed. Cobalt was chosen for this 

application, as preliminary work suggests it interacts with the TB biomarkers at concentrations 

previously detected in human breath.  

For this work, patient breath condensate was mimicked by the addition of VOBs to water 

and the mimic sample solution was mixed with an engineered cobalt EAS. Gas chromatography-

mass spectroscopy (GCMS) techniques were employed to successfully measure simulated 

biomarker concentrations in breath samples.  Then the solution was deposited as a droplet on a 

simple, unmodified carbon screen printed electrode, and SWV was used to display the different 

oxidation peaks of the metal in the EAS. Each peak represents a different redox reaction of 

cobalt, and a change in peak height or peak potential is correlated to that particular oxidation 

state reacting with the analyte solution. The oxidation peaks of the EAS with and without VOBs 

were analyzed (Figure 1). When the cobalt EAS is mixed with a sample solution of MN, a peak 

specific to the metal-biomarker complex can be observed, the height of which corresponds to the 

amount of biomarker present (Figure 2). Furthermore, the cobalt EAS has a limit of detection of 

approximately 0.01 mM making it an excellent indicator for feasible VOB concentrations found 

in patients.  

These simple sample collection and testing methods from an EAS based sensor are ideal 

for resource limited communities where TB is prevalent. The ability to perform sample 

collection and testing remotely as well as store collected breath samples for later testing provides 

flexibility to both patients and technicians. Disposable testing kits can be assembled for less than 

$5 per test. 

 

 
Figure 1. Comparison of square wave 

voltammograms cobalt EAS with and without 

biomarkers present 

 

 

Figure 2. Size of peak corresponding to MN-cobalt 

complex is proportional to MN concentration in 

solution 

 


